Parental Expressed Emotion-Criticism and Neural Markers of Sustained Attention to Emotional Faces in Children
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There is growing evidence for the role of environmental influences on children’s information-processing biases for affectively salient stimuli. The goal of this study was to extend this research by examining the relation between parental criticism (expressed emotion-criticism, or EE-Crit) and children’s processing of facial displays of emotion. Specifically, we examined the relation between EE-Crit and children’s sensitivity in detecting facial displays of emotion. We also examined a neural marker of sustained attention, the late positive potential (LPP) event-related potential component (ERP). Participants were 87 children (ages 7–11 years; 53.3% female, 77.8% Caucasian) and their parents (ages 24–71; 90% female, 88.9% Caucasian). Parents completed the Five-Minute Speech Sample to determine levels of EE-Crit toward their child. Children completed a morphed faces task during which behavioral and ERP responses were assessed. Although there were no group differences in sensitivity in detecting facial displays of emotion, we found that children of parents exhibiting high, compared to low, EE-Crit displayed less attention (smaller LPP magnitudes) to all facial displays of emotion (fearful, happy, sad). These results suggest that children of critical parents may exhibit an avoidant pattern of attention to affectively-salient interpersonal stimuli.

According to cognitive models of psychopathology (e.g., Clark, Beck, & Alford, 1999; Williams, Watts, MacLeod, & Mathews, 1997), the ways in which individuals attend to, interpret, and remember information in their environment can contribute to the development and maintenance of various forms of psychopathology. Supporting these theories, there is considerable evidence for the role of disorder-specific information-processing biases in different forms of psychopathology (for reviews, see Bar-Haim, Lamy, Pergamin, Bakermans-Kranenburg, & Van IJzendoorn, 2007; Gotlib & Joormann, 2010; Peckham, McHugh, & Otto, 2010). For example, research has supported the hypothesis that individuals with depression exhibit attentional biases for depression-relevant stimuli (e.g., sad faces; Gotlib & Joormann, 2010; Peckham et al., 2010),
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whereas those with anxiety disorders demonstrate attentional biases for threat-relevant stimuli (e.g., angry or fearful faces; Bar-Haim et al., 2007). Moreover, prospective studies suggest that these attentional biases are not simply correlates of psychopathology but also predictors of symptom change over time (Beever & Carver, 2003; Gibb, Uhrlass, Grassia, Benas, & McGearry, 2009; Van Bockstaele et al., 2014). Further supporting the role of attention biases, a growing number of researchers have investigated computer-based attention retraining programs and have suggested that such programs may be effective treatments for anxiety and depression (Hakamata et al., 2010; Hallion & Ruscio, 2011; Kuckertz & Amir, 2015).

Despite the evidence for the importance of information-processing biases in risk for psychopathology, little is known about how they develop. Nonetheless, theorists have proposed that these biases develop during childhood and increase risk for psychopathology across the lifespan. Specifically, theorists have suggested that negative childhood experiences may contribute to the development of experience-specific biases in attention, interpretation, and memory for affectively-salient stimuli (see Cicchetti, Toth, & Maughan, 2000; Pollak, 2003; Rose & Abramson, 1992). Of particular relevance to the current project, theorists have proposed that children who are consistently exposed to threatening facial displays of emotion (e.g., anger) develop a hypervigilance for these cues so that the threat can be avoided (Cicchetti et al., 2000; Pollak, 2003). This biased processing of threat cues can take the form of increased sensitivity in detecting facial signs of threat or attentional biases for threat-relevant stimuli.

To date, most of the research examining environmental influences on children’s information-processing biases has focused on the role of childhood physical abuse. This research has shown that children exposed to physical abuse display enhanced sensitivity in detecting facial displays of emotion (Pollak & Kistler, 2002) and attentional biases specifically for threat-relevant stimuli (e.g., angry faces), but not for other stimuli (e.g., Pine et al., 2005; Pollak & Tolley-Schell, 2003). What remains unclear, however, is whether similar biases will be observed in less severe forms of parental behavior. Specifically, to the extent that the biases develop, at least in part, based on exposure to angry expressions from one’s parents, then other forms of behavior such as expressed emotion-criticism (EE-Crit) should also be related to children’s information-processing biases.

EE-Crit reflects the degree to which a parent is critical of, or hostile toward, his or her child. It is often assessed using the Five Minute Speech Sample (FMSS; Magaña et al., 1986) in which parents are asked to speak about their child for 5 min. Supporting the validity of this approach, levels of EE-Crit assessed using the FMSS are associated with observed levels of parents’ criticism and anger toward their child during parent-child interactions (Cruise, Sheeber, & Tompson, 2011; Hermanns, Florin, Dietrich, Rieger, & Hahlweg, 1989; McCarty, Lau, Valeri, & Weisz, 2004). In addition, levels of EE-Crit assessed with the FMSS are associated with the presence of psychopathology in youth (Gar & Hudson, 2008; Silk et al., 2009) and prospectively predict risk for the future development of depression (Burkhouse, Uhrlass, Stone, Knopik, & Gibb, 2012; Silk et al., 2009). To date, however, no studies have examined the relation between EE-Crit and children’s sensitivity in detecting facial displays of emotion, and only one study has examined the link between EE-Crit and children’s attention biases. In this study, children exposed to high, compared to low, levels of EE-Crit exhibited an attentional bias specifically for angry but not for happy or sad faces (Gibb et al., 2011).

Despite the strengths of this study, a limitation of this study, as well as the majority of previous research examining attentional biases in children, is that it relied upon reaction time indices of attention bias. Specifically, the majority of these studies used a dot probe task (MacLeod, Mathews, & Tata, 1986) in which two faces—one neutral and one emotional—are presented on the screen at the same time. Following a brief presentation (typically 500–1,000 ms) the faces disappear and a probe appears in the place of one of the faces. The participant is asked to indicate the location or type of probe presented. It is assumed that reaction times to the probe will be quicker if the participant is already looking at that side of the screen. However, there is growing concern about the psychometric properties of this type of reaction time index of attention bias, with many studies finding low, or even negative, split-half reliability values for these indices (for reviews, see Gibb, Mcgeary, & Beever, 2016; Price et al., 2015). Perhaps because of such reliance on reaction time indices of attention, although research using these indices has been consistent in suggesting that physical abuse and EE-Crit are associated with attention biases specifically for threat-relevant stimuli, findings have been mixed with regard to the direction of the bias. Indeed, some studies demonstrate evidence for increased attention to threat-relevant stimuli (Gibb, Schofield, & Coles, 2009; Pollak & Tolley-Schell, 2003) and others demonstrate evidence for less attention to threat-relevant stimuli (Gibb et al., 2011; Johnson, Gibb, & McGeary, 2010; Pine et al., 2005) among children with a history of physical abuse or EE-Crit.

More recently, therefore, researchers have focused on more direct neural measures of attentional allocation, including event-related potentials (ERPs). In particular, one ERP component, the late positive potential (LPP), is a measure of sustained attention to affectively-salient...
visual stimuli (Hajcak, Weinberg, MacNamara, & Foti, 2012). A number of studies have shown that individuals exhibit larger LPPs for emotionally salient stimuli than neutral stimuli (Cuthbert, Schupp, Bradley, Birbaumer, & Lang, 2000; Ferrari, Codispoti, Cardinale, & Bradley, 2008; Hajcak & Olvet, 2008; for a review, see Lang & Bradley, 2010). In addition, although previous research has supported the link between LPP reactivity to emotional stimuli and psychopathology, including symptoms and diagnoses of both depression and anxiety (Dennis & Hajcak, 2009; Holmes, Nielsen, & Green, 2008; MacNamara & Hajcak, 2010; Weinberg & Hajcak, 2011), no study of which we are aware has examined the link between EE-Crit and LPP magnitudes for emotional stimuli.

Thus, the goal of the current study was to assess the relation between exposure to parental criticism (EE-Crit) and biases in children’s processing of facial displays of emotion. Specifically, we examined children’s sensitivity in detecting facial displays of emotion as well as their attentional biases for these faces. We predicted that children of critical parents would exhibit increased sensitivity in detecting threat-relevant stimuli (i.e., correctly identify the threat-relevant facial expressions at a lower morph intensity). We also predicted that children of critical parents would exhibit attentional biases for threat-relevant expressions. In addition, we predicted that the findings would be stronger for threat-relevant stimuli than for other facial expressions (happy or sad faces). However, based on the mixed findings from previous research (Gibb et al., 2011; Pine et al., 2005; Pollak & Tolley-Schell, 2003), we did not make specific predictions about whether this attentional bias would be exhibited as greater versus less attention, particularly given the range of methodology used in existing research. Finally, we examined whether these relations would be at least partially independent of children’s current depressive and anxiety symptoms.

METHOD

Participants

Participants in this study were 87 children ages 7–11 and their biological parents recruited from the community as part of a larger study. This age range was selected because it provides an opportunity to examine information-processing biases prior to the surge in rates of psychopathology that occur during adolescence. For children in our sample, the average age was 9.79 years (SD = 1.46), and 52.9% were female. In terms of children’s race, 78.2% were Caucasian, 6.9% were African American, 1.1% were Asian or Pacific Islanders, and 13.8% were biracial. The average age of parents in our sample was 38.19 years (SD = 8.73, range = 24–71), and 89.7% were female. In terms of parents’ race, 88.5% were Caucasian, 8.0% were African American, 1.1% were Asian or Pacific Islanders, and 2.3% were biracial. The median annual family income was $30,000 to $35,000.

Measures

Morphed Faces Task

Children completed a morphed faces task (cf. Burkhouse, Siegle, & Gibb, 2014) in which they viewed gray-scaled faces from a standardized stimulus set of child actors 10–17 years of age from the National Institute of Mental Health Child Emotional Faces Picture Set (Egger et al., 2011) displaying a variety of emotions (fearful, happy, sad, neutral). The stimuli consisted of emotional and neutral photographs from each actor, morphed to form a continuum of 10% increments between the two photographs (see Figure 1). Eleven morphed images were used from each continuum (e.g., 100% neutral, 0% fearful; 90% neutral, 10% fearful; 80% neutral, 20% fearful, etc.), representing 10% increments of the two emotions ranging from 100% neutral (0% target emotion) to 100% target emotion (0% neutral). Morphed images were viewed as individual stimuli at different intensities of emotion. Each emotion was represented by four continua (two male and two female actors), for a total of 12 continua. The pictures were presented, one at a time in the middle of the screen for 3 s, after which they disappeared and the participant was asked to indicate which emotion was being presented using the following four response options for each image: fear, happy, sad, calm/relaxed. Each face was 26.5 cm tall (16° visual angle) × 16.5 cm wide (10° visual angle). The intertrial interval varied randomly between 500 and 750 ms. The stimuli were presented in semirandom order with the condition that no two images from the same actor were presented consecutively. Each of the 132 images was presented twice for a total of 264 trials, with a rest after every 55 trials. Consistent with previous research (e.g., Burkhouse et al., 2014; Burkhouse, Siegle, Woody, Kudinova, & Gibb, 2015), responses were binned into three separate morph conditions for analyses: low (10%, 20%, and 30%), medium (40%, 50%, 60%, and 70%), and high (80%, 90%, and 100%). To measure sensitivity to identification of emotional expressions, we calculated the proportion of times the child correctly identified the target emotion (fearful, happy, or sad) per level of morph.

EEG Data Recording and Analysis

Continuous EEG was recorded during the morphed faces task using a custom cap and the BioSemi ActiveTwo system. The signal was preamplified at the electrode with a gain of 16x; the EEG was digitized at
24-bit resolution with a sampling rate of 512 Hz using a low-pass fifth-order sinc filter with a half-power cutoff of 104 Hz. Recordings were taken from 34 scalp electrodes based on the 10/20 system. Two additional electrodes, an active (Common Mode Sense [CMS]) and a passive Driven Right Leg (DRL) electrode were used in the study. Raw EEG was recorded relative to CMS. The CMS/DRL electrodes replaced the ground for recordings through a feedback loop which drove the average potential of the subject (i.e., the Common Mode voltage) as close as possible to the “zero” ADC reference voltage in the AD-box (please see http://www.biosemi.com/faq/cms&drl.htm for further details). In addition, the electromyogram was recorded from four facial electrodes.

Off-line EEG analysis was performed using the MATLAB extension EEGLAB (Delorme & Makeig, 2004) and the EEGLAB plug-in ERPLAB (Lopez-Calderon & Luck, 2014). All data were band-pass filtered with cutoffs of 0.1 Hz and 30 Hz and re-referenced to the average of the left and right mastoid electrodes. EEG data were processed using both artifact rejection and correction. First, large and stereotypical ocular components were identified and removed using independent component analysis scalp maps (Jung et al., 2001). Epochs were then extracted from raw EEG with the interval from −200 ms to 0 ms serving as the baseline for each trial. Epochs with large artifacts (greater than 200 μV) were excluded from analysis. Participants with more than 50% of trial rejected were excluded from analysis. The number of rejected trials for each participant in each emotion/morph condition ranged from 0 to 6 (0%–25% of total trials) with an average of 1.52 trials rejected in each emotion/morph condition and the number of rejected trials not differing between the EEG Crit groups for any emotion/morph condition. Given that the LPP is localized more occipitally in children than in adults and consistent with previous studies measuring LPP

FIGURE 1  Example stimuli. Note: Each emotion was represented by four children (two male, two female). Morphed images were created using emotional and neutral photographs from each child to represent a continuum of 10% increments between the two photographs. Each stimulus was presented twice over the course of the task. Given the use of photographs from four children (two male, two female), the low-morph bin included 24 trials for each emotion, the medium morph bin included 32 trials for each emotion, and the high-morph bin included 24 trials for each emotion. Neutral stimuli (0% emotion) were presented for each continuum such that there were eight neutral trials for each emotion continuum (24 total neutral trials).
responses in youth (Dennis & Hajcak, 2009; Kujawa, Klein, & Hajcak, 2012), the LPP was scored as the mean activity from 400ms to 1,000 ms after stimulus onset at a cluster of occipital (O1, O2, Oz) and parietal (P3, P4, P03, P04, Pz) electrode sites (e.g., Kujawa et al., 2016, 2016). The split-half reliability for LPP responses to each emotion was acceptable (fearful: α = .69; happy: α = .78; sad: α = .74). Consistent with past research (e.g., Weinberg, Venables, Proudfit, & Patrick, 2013), analyses focused on residual scores calculated from regression analyses in which the LPP response to neutral stimuli (0% morph) was used to predict the LPP response to each morph condition (low, medium, high) for each emotion, allowing us to focus specifically on LPP reactivity to emotional stimuli rather than LPP responses to faces more generally. Supporting this approach, there was no group difference in children’s response to neutral stimuli, t(88) = −0.23, p = .82, r_effect size = .03.

Expressed Emotion-Criticism

Parents’ levels of EE-Crit was assessed using the FMSS (Magaña et al., 1986). During administration of the FMSS, the parent is asked to talk, uninterrupted, for 5 min about their child and how the parent and child get along together. The sample is recorded and coded for levels of EE-Crit by an independent rater. High EE-Crit ratings are given to parents if any of the following criteria are met: Their initial statement about the child is negative, they report a negative relationship, or they state one or more criticisms as defined by the FMSS coding system (e.g., s/he drives me crazy; s/he is annoying). Parents are assigned borderline critical ratings if they express dissatisfaction with the child in a manner that is not severe enough to be considered a criticism. Speech samples were assigned values of 2, 1, and 0 to reflect high, borderline-high, and low EE-Crit, respectively. Consistent with recommendations based on evidence that the FMSS tends toward underidentifying critical individuals (Hooley & Parker, 2006), responses were dichotomized such that parents exhibiting borderline or high EE-Crit (n = 24) were compared to those exhibiting low EE-Crit (n = 63). Numerous studies demonstrate support for the reliability and validity of the FMSS EE-Crit subscale (e.g., Asarnow, Thompson, Woo, & Cantwell, 2001; Burghouse et al., 2012; Magaña et al., 1986; McCarty et al., 2004; Rogosch, Cicchetti, & Toth, 2004; Silk et al., 2009). In this study, speech samples were coded by individuals trained to reliability standards. These individuals were also blind to the other study variables. All samples were independently coded by two raters, and, when discrepancies arose, a third rater was consulted so that a consensus rating could be reached. Interrater reliability was assessed using a subset of 40 speech samples; the reliability of EE-Crit ratings was good (κ = .90).

Symptoms

Children’s depressive and anxiety symptoms were assessed using the Children’s Depression Inventory (CDI; Kovacs, 1981) and Multidimensional Anxiety Scale for Children (MASC; March, Parker, Sullivan, Stallings, & Conners, 1997). In the current study, the internal consistency (α) of the CDI and MASC were .74 and .88, respectively.

Procedure

Upon arrival at the laboratory, parents were asked to provide informed consent and children were asked to provide assent to be in the study. Immediately after consent, the parent completed the FMSS. Following this, parents and their children completed the diagnostic interview and questionnaire assessments, and children completed a series of computer tasks including the morphed faces task. As part of the larger study, parents were compensated $80 and children received a $10 gift card to a local store.

Ethical Considerations

All study procedures were approved by the university’s Institutional Review Board. Prior to participation in the study, written informed consent was obtained from parents and written informed assent was obtained from children.

RESULTS

A preliminary inspection of the data revealed several variables that were significantly skewed (z > 3.29; cf. Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007). To satisfy the assumptions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Means and Standard Deviations for Study Variables for Each Group of Children</th>
<th>Low EE-Crit</th>
<th>High EE-Crit</th>
<th>F/χ²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Child Age</td>
<td>9.52 (1.49)</td>
<td>10.48 (1.15)</td>
<td>3.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child Sex (% Girls)</td>
<td>57.1%</td>
<td>41.7%</td>
<td>1.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child Race (% Caucasian)</td>
<td>74.6%</td>
<td>87.5%</td>
<td>1.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parent Age</td>
<td>37.25 (7.86)</td>
<td>40.52 (10.22)</td>
<td>.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parent Sex (% Female)</td>
<td>93.7%</td>
<td>79.2%</td>
<td>3.93*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parent Race (% Caucasian)</td>
<td>84.1%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>4.30*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDI</td>
<td>5.26 (4.49)</td>
<td>5.42 (3.54)</td>
<td>2.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MASC</td>
<td>45.57 (16.44)</td>
<td>39.13 (14.78)</td>
<td>1.44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: EE-Crit = expressed emotion-criticism; CDI = Children’s Depression Inventory; MASC = Multidimensional Anxiety Scale for Children.

* n = 64.
* n = 23.
* p < .05.
of normality, these variables were transformed before any further analyses (square root: CDI, MASC). There was also some missing data, with up to 9.0% missing for any single variable. Given the presence of missing data, we examined whether the data were missing at random, thereby justifying the use of data imputation methods for estimating missing values (cf. Schafer & Graham, 2002). Little’s Missing Completely at Random test, for which the null hypothesis is that the data are missing completely at random (Little & Rubin, 1987) was nonsignificant, \( \chi^2(68) = 74.4, \ p = .28 \), providing support for the imputation of missing values. Therefore, maximum likelihood estimates of missing values were created and used in all subsequent analyses (see Schafer & Graham, 2002). Means and standard deviations for all study variables are presented in Table 1. To facilitate comparison with other studies, values presented in the table are based on untransformed data.

Focusing first on children’s sensitivity in detecting facial displays of emotion, we conducted a 2 (EE-Crit: low, high) × 3 (target emotion: fearful, happy, and sad) × 3 (morph level: low, medium, high) repeated measures analysis of variance with proportion of faces correctly identified per level of morph serving as the dependent variable. None of the main or interactive effects with EE-Crit were significant (lowest \( p = .41 \)). However, there were significant main effects of target emotion, \( F(2, 170) = 5.28, \ p < .01, \ \eta^2_p = .06 \), and morph level, \( F(2, 170) = 1387.76, \ p < .001, \ \eta^2_p = .94 \). Examining the main effect of target emotion, collapsing across all morph levels, children were more sensitive in the detection of fearful (\( M = .74, \ SE < .01 \)) and happy faces (\( M = .73, \ SE = .01 \)) than sad faces (\( M = .70, \ SE = .01; \ p < .05 \)), with no significant difference in the recognition of fearful versus happy faces (\( p = .43 \)). Examining the main effect of morph level, collapsing across emotions, children were significantly more accurate at each increasing morph level from low (\( M = .30, \ SE = .02 \)) to high EE-Crit.
medium \((M = .90, SE < .01)\) to high \((M = .97, SE < .01; \ p_s < .001)\). There was also a significant Target Emotion \(\times\) Morph Level interaction, \(F(4, 340) = 8.59, \ p < .001, \ \eta_p^2 = .09\). Examining the form of this interaction, we looked at the main effect of target emotion separately for each of the three morph levels. The main effect of target emotion was significant at the medium morph level, \(F(2, 170) = 28.60, \ p < .001, \ \eta_p^2 = .25\), but not at the low, \(F(2, 170) = 0.20, \ p = .83, \ \eta_p^2 = .002\), or high, \(F(2, 170) = 0.37, \ p = .69, \ \eta_p^2 = .004\), morph level. At the medium morph level, recognition rates for each emotion differed significantly (fearful: \(M = .95\); happy: \(M = .91\); sad: \(M = .84\); all \(p_s < .01\)).

Next, to examine children’s attentional biases, we conducted a 2 (EE-crit: low, high) \(\times\) 3 (target emotion: fearful, happy, and sad) \(\times\) 3 (morph level: low, medium, high) repeated measures analysis of variance with children’s residualized LPP amplitudes serving as the dependent variable. The three-way interaction was not significant, \(F(4, 340) = 3.0, \ p = .88, \ \eta_p^2 < .01\), and there were no significant main or interactive effects with emotion or morph (lowest \(p = .19\)). However, there was a significant main effect of EE-Crit, \(F(1, 85) = 8.07, \ p < .01, \ \eta_p^2 = .09\), such that children exposed to high EE-Crit parents displayed lower LPP magnitudes to all emotions across all morph levels \((M = -2.02, \ SE = 0.86)\) than children of low EE-Crit parents \((M = 0.84, \ SE = 0.53)\). These findings are displayed in Figure 2.

Finally, we examined the robustness of the EE-Crit difference in LPP magnitudes. First, we tested whether it would be maintained after statistically controlling for the impact of children’s current depressive and anxiety symptoms. The main effect of EE-Crit was maintained even after entering current depressive symptoms, \(F(1, 84) = 8.08, \ p < .01, \ \eta_p^2 = .09\), and anxiety symptoms, \(F(1, 84) = 8.93, \ p < .01, \ \eta_p^2 = .10\). Given that the majority of participating parents were mothers, we should also note that the main effect of EE-Crit was also maintained when analyses were limited to children who participated in the study with their biological mother, \(F(1, 77) = 7.08, \ p < .01, \ \eta_p^2 = .08\).

**DISCUSSION**

The primary goal of this study was to examine the relation between exposure to parental EE-Crit and biases in children’s processing of facial displays of emotion. Specifically, the study focused on children’s sensitivity in detecting facial displays of emotion as well as on children’s attentional biases for those facial displays of emotion. Contrary to our hypothesis, children of high EE-Crit parents were no better at detecting facial displays of any emotion than children with low EE-Crit parents at any of the morph levels. We did, however, find evidence of attentional biases. Specifically, children of high EE-Crit parents exhibited less sustained attention (smaller LPP magnitudes) to all emotional faces than did children of low EE-Crit parents. These results were maintained when statistically controlling for children’s symptoms of anxiety and depression, suggesting that our findings are at least partially independent of children’s symptoms.

Therefore, although children of high EE-Crit parents performed similarly to children of low EE-Crit parents in identifying emotions, suggesting that these children were indeed processing the facial stimuli, children of high EE-Crit parents exhibited less sustained attention to all emotions than children of low EE-Crit parents. These results are consistent with previous research that suggests children of high EE-Crit parents exhibit less attention to threat-relevant stimuli (Gibb et al., 2011). However, they differ from existing research in showing that the effects are not specific to threat-relevant information but rather extend across a range of emotional stimuli. Although the precise reason for this difference in findings is not clear, there are at least three potential explanations. First, whereas previous research has relied upon reaction time indices of attentional allocation, the current study focused on the LPP ERP component as a neural marker of sustained attention. Second, in contrast to earlier research that used facial displays of emotion from adults, the current study used facial displays of emotion from children. It is possible that attentional biases are more specific for adult facial displays of emotion as such biases may reflect conditioned responses to facial displays of anger from an adult (cf. Pischek-Simpson, Boschen, Neumann, & Waters, 2009), whereas biases for self-referent stimuli (child faces) may be broader. Finally, in the task used in the current study, one face was presented on the screen at a time. In contrast, previous research has primarily focused on tasks like the dot probe task (MacLeod et al., 1986) in which two faces appear on the screen simultaneously (one emotional and one neutral from the same actor). Given the variety of tasks used across studies, it is important to consider that different patterns of attentional bias may be observed in conditions in which there is competition between stimuli for attention.

The pattern of results observed in this study in which children with a critical parent exhibit reduced attention to emotional stimuli is consistent with emotional regulation models in which attentional deployment is hypothesized as an early developing emotion regulation strategy (Gross, 2014). It is also consistent with previous research suggesting that those exposed to high levels of parental criticism are more likely to use avoidant coping strategies (Cheavens et al., 2005). Given the cross-sectional design of the current study, however, future research is needed to clarify the impact of EE-
Crit on prospective changes in children’s attentional biases and how this relation may affect later functioning.

The current study displayed several strengths, including a relatively large sample size, a multimethod assessment approach to examine the hypotheses, and the use of interviewer-coded levels of EE-Crit, which helps to extend previous research on this topic. Nonetheless, despite these strengths, there are some limitations to this study, which highlight areas for future research. The primary limitation of this study is its cross-sectional design. As a result, and as just noted, we cannot determine whether exposure to parental criticism is a cause, consequence, or simple correlate of attentional biases. Although we predict that exposure to parental criticism contributes to the development of attentional biases and framed our study in line with this prediction based on existing theories (see Cicchetti et al., 2000; Pollak, 2003; Rose & Abramson, 1992), it is important to note that it is also possible that children who demonstrate less attention across emotions elicit more criticism from their parents. This alternative possibility may be bolstered by the fact that the results of the current study suggest that children with a critical parent exhibit a general attentional bias across all emotions. Nonetheless, longitudinal studies that strive to establish temporal precedence are necessary to fully understand the nature of this relation. A secondary limitation of the current study, particularly in juxtaposition to extant research is its exclusion of angry faces as possible stimuli. To aid with comparison to past research and understand attentional allocation across forms of threat-relevant stimuli, future research should include both fearful and angry faces as stimulus. Finally, and similar to the previous limitation, given the present study’s use of self-referent stimuli when previous research utilized adult faces, it is difficult to know if the differences in our findings are a result of our methodology or another factor. Accordingly, future studies should incorporate multiple tasks to assess attention administered to the same participants to determine whether these differences in attentional biases are a factor of stimulus type (adult vs. child faces).
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